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Press record. A black screen won’t say much to start with. Press play in a different country, 
and then the mute cube suddenly speaks: a field of black and a bar of buzzing multi-color. A 
dark field twitching with movement on a microscopic scale. And, across the bottom, 
trembling chroma, shivering electrons. 
 
NTSC was made in 2002 by João Simões. Its title is an acronym borrowed from one of the 
three major color standards for television broadcast and video recording. The others are PAL 
and SECAM; indeed NTSC has a companion piece called PAL (2001). Will SECAM 
someday complete the trilogy? Each broadcast convention is dedicated to a particular region: 
NTSC is standard for North America and Japan, PAL works for most of Europe and Asia, 
and SECAM for France, Russia and their (former) dependencies. 
 
The title signals the process of work’s creation. The artist recorded several seconds of blank 
video in New York using the NTSC system, and then played them back on a PAL system for 
an exhibition in Berlin. Because PAL has a wider video bandwidth than NTSC, it doesn’t 
have enough information to fill the frame, and so fills screen-space with seemingly random 
color-distortion at the bottom of the screen. Though the situation is constructed by Simões, 
what we see is essentially produced by PAL. We watch the code itself using its surplus 
bandwidth to generate a twitching chromatic bar, an appliance using its leisure time to paint 
nervous rainbows.  
 
If a VCR could speak, what would it say? Perhaps it would show us snapshots of a hidden 
city, or read us letters from an impossible place. It might be sexy, domineering, angry, 
brusque, or bored. Perhaps its voice would be as old as the broadcast language it speaks. 
NTSC was born in 1949; it might speak in the voice of a man in his fifties. He would offer 
us a history of technology, inscribing upon its matte-black shell the index of economic 
struggles in the late 20th century.  
 
It might show us low-resolution portraits of the 315 men of the National Television System 
Committee (NTSC) after which it was named, who argued for thirty-two months over 
subcarrier signals and field-sequential circuits to invent the standards for color television still 
in place today. That story would be triumphant, a tale of American ambition and 
innovation. His story might, on the other hand, be regretful or tragic: a story of obsolescence 
and discord from the Cold War era. It would tell us about the power wrangling in the 1960’s 
that created the improved PAL, but left the obsolete NTSC in state in North America. A 
story of two siblings that can’t speak the same language. 
 



NTSC could also tell us something of the man who made it, the story of an itinerant artist 
and a map of his travels. A list of borders he has crossed. It would show us an image of his 
passport, and the stubs of his airplane tickets. It would offer us a real-time recording from 
the window of a plane of the endless ocean between New York, where it was recorded, and 
Berlin, where it was played. This voice would talk to us of difficulties in translation, and the 
fortuitous accidents they create. It would dream in Esperanto, but during its waking hours it 
would fall in love with the beauty of Babylon: with fragmented languages, and the artistic 
possibilities inherent in mistranslation. 
 
Simões’ video brings into representation technological errors that would otherwise be 
invisible (or at least unreadible); in doing so he presses at the limits of the video medium. He 
does so in pursuit of the moments that the machine says something unscripted, blurts out 
something wrong. His images are often of technology under duress: voices trapped in circuits 
that don’t want to speak but suddenly must. This is something he shares with the great 
innovators of early video art: people like Peter Campus, Steina and Woody Vasulka, and the 
early Gary Hill. Simões’ work, though, is simpler in its gesture, closer in spirit to Marcel 
Duchamp, for whom a shift in context meant everything. 
 
But simpler is the wrong word. NTSC is collapsed, frantic in its presentness: pixels vibrating 
with energy, or mute in anger. If a VCR could speak it might lose its temper. It might use 
the stunted speech spoken by Lynda Benglis in her 1973 video Now: “Now?” it would ask, 
“Now? Is it Now? Start Recording! Do you wish to direct me? Start Recording. Now? Now! 
MmmmmMMMM! NNNNNGH!”  
 
Or perhaps its voice would be closer to the placid stutter of Alvin Lucier, speaking patiently 
into his Electro-Voice microphone in an empty room in the autumn of 1980. It might 
sound vacant, shattered, almost haunted. It might say, slowly, “I am…sitting in a 
room…different from the one you are in now… I am recording… 
 


